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shown the disagreement between the strong attractive potential
and various experimental data.
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~ EYNMAN and Gell-Mann' have proposed a scheme
in which the vector Fermi interactions are de-

scribed in terms of an interaction with itself of a vector
current. In a similar way the axial vector coupling may
be thought of as a self interaction of an axial vector
current. Furthermore, they propose to add strangeness-
violating terms to these currents in order to account for
strange particle decays. In order to account for the
almost precise equality of the vector coupling strengths
in P decay and tt decay, Feynman and Gell-Mann sug-

gest, in analogy with electrodynamics, that the vector
(strangeness conserving) current is conserved. It is also
a fact that the axial vector strengths are nearly equal

for the two processes. Supposing that this equality may
turn out to be precise, one might attempt to understand
this in terms of a conserved axial vector current. With-
out here going into the subtleties associated with a
precise de6nition of the axial vector interaction constant
in such a circumstance, we shall show that such a con-
served axial current can be ruled out on experimental
grounds. We shall also show that a scheme involving
conserved strangeness-violating currents (either vector
or axial vector) can probably also be ruled out. As for
the original Feynman Gell-Mann scheme concerning
the conserved vector current, independent tests have
been proposed by Gell-Mann. '

Consider first the strangeness-conserving axial vector
current. Taylor' has made the important observation
that if the conserved current ideas hold here, then
~e+v and ~tc+v are forbidden. This is a desirable
result as regards the unseen electron mode; as for the
p-meson mode, Taylor argues that perhaps the p meson
does not couple according to the scheme under dis-
cussion. We think this possibility would remove all

motivation for the scheme. In any case, a consideration
of P decay shows that electrons cannot couple according
to the scheme. Let j„~ be the conserved current in

question. The matrix element for the axial vector part
of P decay would have the structure

where, on general invariance grounds, '

(P l
j„"l st) =stt, (aP„Ps+v'b (P—rt) „Ps}N„. (2)

The coeflicients a and b are functions of (p —I)'.
Conservation of j„~ implies

hence
(4)

or
Mrs= sje&(1+ps) &.(7r lj,v

l E),

M s= ttn, ps (1+ps)N, (sr lj,"l E),

(6)

where srt is the nucleon mass. From (1) and (2) we find,
after carrying out reductions, that the matrix element
for P decay contains an axial vector term with coefficient

g~—=a, and a psegdoscalar term with gv=rrt, b, where

srt, is the electron mass. From (4) it follows that

gv/gg = —2rtt. srt/ (p —st) '.

This ratio is energy dependent but always very large
(& 10') and can surely be ruled out experimentally.

I.et us now turn to the proposed strangeness-violating
currents. Suppose all hyperons have the same parity,
taken to be even. Then, as with pion decay, the occur-
rence of E~tt+v rules out the idea of a conserved
vector (axial vector) current if Eis scalar (pseudo-'
scalar) . To deal with the alternate possibilities, consider
the processes E—+rr+tt+v, E +sr+e+v. Dependin—g on
the E-meson parity, the matrix element is
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where ui (l denoting lepton) is u, or u„, and, on invari-
ance grounds

where c and d are functions of (prr —p )'. The conser-
vation law would imply that

hence

C.

It is now a simple matter to show that the decay
rate co is given by

1 ~ (m~—m7r) 2

dX' Ic(—)') I'
384vr'mrs'" m)*

X f L(mir+m. )' )'5—
I (mrr m.—)' )'5—}'*

3ml Wl
X 2 — +

X2
(10)
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where mi is the lepton mass (m, or m„). The coefFicient
c depends on the pion energy through )I,'=mrc'+m '

2mirE (in th—e E rest system). Although this function
is unknown, it is clear that the present scheme implies
rigorously p —=ro,s/ro„s)1. If one supposes that c is a
constant, then p=2.5. Experimentally, this ratio ap-
pears to be smaller than unity. ' To the extent that
this can be firmly established, one can rule out the
scheme of conserved strangeness-violating currents.
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' 'T is well known that nuclear reactions, e.g., proton
~ ~ capture or Coulomb excitation, produced by a
charged particle beam incident on unaligned nuclei,
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will in general produce a partial alignment of the
product nuclei. Thus, for example, any gamma radiation
emitted by the product nucleus may have a~ anisotropic
angular distribution with the beam direction as the
axis of symmetry. Further, if a magnetic field 8 is
placed perpendicular to the beam direction, the excited
product nucleus will precess with the Larmor frequency
around the axis of the field with angular frequency

ror, g(ii~/h——)8,

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio and pz is the nuclear
magneton. This assumes that the effect of interatomic
fields can be neglected. Thus at decay the axis of
symmetry for gamma-ray emission is rotated through
an angle

where t is the time the individual product nucleus
spends in the magnetic field. ' For t 10 " sec and
values of the gyromagnetic ratio g~1, a value of 8 of
the order of 300 000 gauss would result in a precession
angle of about 10 degrees.

Such high magnetic fields can be obtained by the use
of pulsed magnets. ' However, under these conditions,
the deQection of the incident charged particle beam by
the fringe field of the magnet would become excessive
and obscure the precession eGect.

To overcome this di@.culty, it is proposed to use a
fast atomic hydrogen beam H' in the 1—2 Mev range,
which will remain undetected by the fringe Geld. On
entering the target material the atomic hydrogen is
immediately stripped. Since the range of the resultant
proton beam in the target is of the order 10 ' cm, the
eGect of the field on this portion of the particle trajec-
tory is small. For example, a value of 8 of 300000
gauss would turn a 2-Mev proton beam through an
angle of 1 degree. The incident beam direction is
therefore largely preserved.

We have generated a 1-Mev H' beam in the following

way. An H2+ beam of 2-Mev energy was disassociated

by allowing it to pass through a hydrogen gas stripper,
thus producing an H' and an H+ beam. The H+ beam
was swept away by a magnetic field leaving only the
H' beam. The conversion e@.ciency for the process at
this energy was found to be about 9%. Hence conven-
tional high-voltage accelerators can be used to produce
fast atomic hydrogen beams whose intensity is of order
10'4 particles per second.

It is intended to use such beams in conjunction with

pulsed fields of 500 000 gauss to investigate gyromag-
netic ratios of states whose lifetime is of order 10 ' sec.
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